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          The world’s first decentralized reward economy.
        
Get VidyCoin
        
          Watch the Video
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          Whitepaper Team Investors Vidy Live News
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      Deployed across millions of pages
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      More partners
    

    
      	The Peak Magazine
	Women's Weekly
	Mothership
	Bolasport
	Haibunda
	Tribunews
	Sindonews
	PinPrestige
	Prestige
	Luxuo
	Pin品
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            Earn Tokens for

            Actions

            Introducing the internet’s first decentralized reward token. You earn VidyCoin for watching ads across millions of pages on the web.

            No browser, no app, no extension needed. Just surf the sites you normally do, see ads, and earn.
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            Powerful Decentralization

            VidyCoin is powered by a proprietary microtranscations payment channel, a deterministic NLP protocol, and data containerized smart contracts.

            Miner-driven consensus with delayed reconciliation reporting to the mainnet scales the platform to millions of TPS.
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            Our Axiom & Mission

            VidyCoin exists to change the online paradigm of meritocracy. We believe that as users, we deserve to be rewarded for the ads we watch and the things we do on the internet. After all, it is us who powers it.

            VidyCoin is borne from this conviction, and is evolving the age-old dynamic of rewardable web activity.

          

        

      

    

    
    
      This tour will help you get started with VidyCoin

      
        
          
            
              
                
                  Overview
                

              

              
                VidyCoin is the token you are rewarded with when you complete actions on the web like watching ads.

              
            

          

          
            
              
                
                  The Basics
                

              

              
                To make VidyCoin, go to a website and hold on a Vidy highlight to see a video appear and start earning.

              
            

          

          
            
              
                
                  Platforms
                

              

              
                Vidy is a platform agnostic token operating on any browser, app, device, and operating system.

              
            

          

          
            
              
                
                  Wallet
                

              

              
                VidyCoin is currently an ERC20 token on the Ethereum blockchain, compatible with all ERC20 wallets.

              
            

          

          
            
              
                
                  Mining
                

              

              
                We will provide more information on how to become a miner and how to mine VidyCoin soon.

              
            

          

          
            
              
                
                  Buying VidyCoin
                

              

              
                Currently VidyCoin is listed and tradable on gate.io. We will update with more exchanges soon.

              
            

          

          
            
              
                
                  Join the Community
                

              

              
                Vidy is looking for ambassadors, master nodes, partners, and new teammates. Check our socials for info.

              
            

          

          
            
              
                
                  The Future
                

              

              
                VidyCoin will be the token of reward for not just watching ads, but even more actions on the web. Stay tuned.
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              VidyCoin Developers
            

          

          
            TeamWhitepaperSummary
          

          
            Vidy Platform
          

          
            
              
                stable
              

              
                v1.4.0
              

            

            
              
                commits
              

              
                440k
              

            

          

        

      

    

  

   
   
   
  
